2019 Registration Process for Secondary School Teams & Students
An update to the Basketball New Zealand registration process in 2019 is the introduction of Email Sign On,
replacing the username that was automatically generated for users. This has been implemented to ensure
that the data we collect from secondary school participants is accurate.

1. Why the change?
Many secondary school players also participate in Basketball New Zealand and/or Association administered
competitions. Email sign on ensures that each player remains in our system as a single entry, avoiding a
duplicate record.
Once registered with their email and password, a participant can use this log in whenever registering again
with a BBNZ affiliated entity, and will already have their details pre-filled.
It is essential that students complete this step themselves, using their own email address (not the sport
coordinator using their email address). The student should be using the same email address they also use
when registering for Basketball New Zealand and Association competitions.

2. Entering your school team
Team registration for you school will still be completed the same as it has in previous years. At the
conclusion of the team registration form, the school representative will now be prompted to enter the
email address for each team member.
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Students will then receive an invitation email asking them to join the team. After clicking the link in the
invitation email, they will be required to complete the player registration form via email sign on. Students
need to complete this step themselves.

3. Email sign on process for students
When registering via email sign on, there are two possible scenarios for students.
Scenario One: The student’s email address is recognised
If the participant’s email address is recognised they will be prompted to type in their password (or choose
forgot password which will prompt a confirmation email to set a password). The participant must click the
highlighted link in their email to set their password.
All students will be required to create a password the first time they register in 2019.
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Once they’ve confirmed/set their password, the student will select an existing member associated with the
account or select ‘New Member’.

NB. Please note that more than one participant can be attached to a single email address (i.e. multiple
students using a parents email address)
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Scenario Two: The participant is completely new to the system
If the participant’s email address is not recognised, they will be prompted to click Yes, I’m new. They will
still be required to set a password, following the same steps listed in scenario one.
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